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ORGANIZING THE PAPER  

How you are going to order & organize your paper? 

The overall structure of the paper will be like this: 

1. Introduction 

2. Main point /argument 1 

3. Main point /argument 2 

4. Counterpoint 

5. Conclusion 

Add more points 

as necessary, 

keeping length 

in mind 



  4-5 page paper 8-10 page paper 

Intro ¼ page ½ page 

Body     

     Point 1 1 2 

     Point 2 2 2 

     Point 3 1 2 

     Point 4 - 2 

Conclusion 1 paragraph ¼ page 

Break task into parts: 
 



INTRODUCTION 

• Maximum 2 paragraphs long 

• Quickly funnel the ideas to your specific thesis statement 

1.thesis statement 

2.forecasting of major points 

3.anticipation of counterpoints and 
counterargument 

 

• Typically an introduction includes a sentence or two that 
defines the topic (tells the reader why the topic is 
important or of interest), provides a context and/or some 
background on the topic, and a working thesis.  

 



EXAMPLE THESIS STATEMENTS  

Topic: How to write an academic paper (description)  

 

Thesis Statement 
• There are many things a writer needs to know to write a good 

university paper. This paper will discuss the writing process and 

research tips as being key to producing a good essay.   

Stronger Thesis statement 
• An academic paper requires organization, adequate research 

or attention to subject matter, and expression in conventional 

English; however, without the author’s deep understanding of 

the topic, the essay falls flat.   

 



EXAMPLE THESIS STATEMENTS  

Topic: The importance of art to society (argument)  

 

• Thesis Statement   
• Art is important to society in many ways, and I will talk about 

them in this essay. The controversial artist Mapplethorpe will be 

my focus. (Babington & LePan, 1991, p. 19).   

• Stronger Thesis Statement   
• The homoerotic art of Robert Mapplethorpe deserves to be 

exhibited at public expense even though most people find it 

offensive.   

 



EXAMPLE THESIS STATEMENTS  

Topic: The relationship between policy and research 
(argument)  

 

• Thesis Statement    
• This essay will explain why provincial policy, when making 

monetary allocations, should widen its information base to 

include various research studies.  

• Stronger Thesis Statement 
• Provincial economic policy must be informed by not only 

public opinion and fiscal responsibility, but also research 

funded outside of corporate interest. Without careful 

consideration of environmental impacts, short-term economic 

gain becomes long-term fiasco.   



BODY 

Body - where the main ideas are discussed. 

 

• How this is organized depends on your topic 

• Chronologically - talking about something that happens over 

time 

• Step -by-step - follows the order in which something is done, 

occurs or is experienced 

• General to particular - you explain a sub-topic first and then 

explain it using instances or examples  

• Compare/Contrast 



BODY CON’T 

• Analysis & Classification - breaking ideas, processes or concepts 

into its pieces and then grouping then together based on 

common characteristics 

• Cause & Effect - either state situations (causes) and 

describe/argue consequences or identify 

problem/consequence and explain the causes  

 



Cause & Effect 
Impaired Brain functioning 

• Memory 
• Short term 

• Long term 

• Comprehension 

• Problem solving 

Impaired health 
• Physical 

• Mental 

Impaired relationships 

 

Time/chronology 

 Initial Effects 

•    Sleep deprivation 

•    Short term memory loss  

•    Failed paper or exam 

 Mid-term effects 

•    Incurring debt 

•  Course failure 

 Long-term effects 

•         Brain damage 

•  Career impact 

 

Examples of outlines 

 Thesis: Do addictions affect university success? 



Compare / Contrast 

•  Grades 

• Addicts 

• Non-users 

•  Course Completion 

• Addicts 

• Non-users 

•  Degrees obtained 

• Addicts 

• Non-users 

 

Analysis/Classification 

• Physical effects 

   

• Mental effects 

   

• Social effects 

 

• Psychology effects 

 

Examples of outlines 

 Thesis: Do addictions affect university success? 



TRANSITIONING 

Use words to connect ideas together within paragraphs 
and between paragraphs 

 

TRANSITIONS BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS  

Just as the ideas within the paragraph should come in a 
logical sequence, so should the paragraphs themselves. 

• Each paragraph should relate explicitly to the preceding 
and following paragraph. 

• Phrases like “also important,” “in addition,” or “we should 
also note that” are weak because they fail to explain 
the relationships between ideas in consecutive 
paragraphs. 

 



TRANSITIONING CON’T 

• Example: In a paper on Huckleberry Finn, you might 

need to transition from a paragraph about Pa’s 

attitude toward Jim to a paragraph about the 

townspeople’s attitude toward Jim. 

• The transition “The townspeople’s prejudice against black 

people is also important” is weak because the relationship it 

shows between the two ideas is obvious. 

• The transition “Whereas Pa’s racism is based in ignorance 
and stupidity, the townspeople’s racism is calculated and 

thought out” is stronger because it evaluates the link 

between the two ideas. 

 



• Handouts 



CONCLUSION 

 

• Restate the thesis, but restate it in a way that 

acknowledges or includes the argument/points you 

make throughout your paper. A good conclusion 

should represent your topic in such a way that it 

reaches out and connects it to the world. Ideally it 

will tell the reader why your topic matters, or where 

it will take us.  

• End with a question for further study, a particularly 

strong quote that supports your thesis very well or an 

application/connection to the wider world 


